
 

If there is not a Data Analysis option under the DATA menu, you will need to install the Data Analysis ToolPak as an 

add-in for Microsoft Excel. 

1. Click on the FILE tab and then select Options from the left-hand side.   

2. Once in the options window, select Add-Ins on the left-hand side. At the bottom, make sure that Excel Add-ins is 

selected from the dropdown menu, and click Go.  

3. Once the Add-Ins dialog box appears, click the box next to Analysis ToolPak and click OK.   

4. The add-in will be installed. You should now see a DATA tab at the top. The Data Analysis tools are accessed by 

clicking on the Data Analysis button under the DATA tab. You will be utilizing these tools throughout the 

Discovering Technology sections in the text. 

For more information on installing the Data Analysis ToolPak, including screenshots, please visit 

support.hawkeslearning.com.  

The following instructions are given, by chapter, where there is a difference between the steps in the textbook (Excel 

2003) and how you would perform the same function in Excel 2013. Many of the steps given in the textbook are the 

same, and may be followed as they are. Steps are only listed if this is not the case, and different directions must be 

followed. Updated screenshots are also given, for convenience. 

  

http://support.hawkeslearning.com/


Chapter 2: Line Chart 

Use the information from Example 2.7.1. 

1. Enter the data for the years into column A – label as “Year”. 

2. Enter the data for the batting averages into column B – label as “Batting Average”. 

3. Highlight the data in column A and column B. Under the INSERT tab, select Insert Line Chart. To get a chart like 

in Figure 2.7.1, select 2-D Line with Markers. (Alternatively, you can select Recommended Charts and a line 

chart will be the first recommended option.) 

4. Once the graph appears, the DESIGN tab under CHART TOOLS should be open.  Click Select Data and choose 

Edit under Horizontal (Category) Axis Labels.  Highlight the years in column A (cells A2 through A35) and click 

OK.  The years should now appear on the x-axis. Under Legend Entries (Series), uncheck the box next to Year. 

You now have a chart similar to the one in Figure 2.7.1. Click OK. 

5. Next to the chart, you will see three icons: Chart Elements, Chart Styles, and Chart Filters. Clicking on the Chart 

Elements icon (the + sign), you can edit what appears on your chart. You can add axis labels by checking the box 

next to Axis Titles and remove the legend by removing the check mark in the box next to Legend. All of the 

elements in the chart are fully customizable. You may edit the chart title and axis titles by clicking directly on the 

chart and editing the text. 

6. To change the labeled intervals on the axes, simply double click on the axis you would like to edit. A Format Axis 

menu will appear on the right-hand side of the screen. For the x-axis, under LABELS, select Specify interval unit, 

and enter 4 in the box. This will label the years in increments of 4 on the horizontal axis. For the y-axis, under 

AXIS OPTIONS, enter 0.25 for Minimum and 0.41 for Maximum. Then select the radio button next to Axis value 

under Horizontal axis crosses, and enter 0.25. 

 

  



Chapter 3: Histograms 

4. Now under the DATA tab, select Data Analysis, and Histogram. 

 

  



Chapter 4: Sample Mean and Standard Deviation 

2. Under the DATA tab, choose Data Analysis, then Descriptive Statistics. Select OK. Enter the Input Range A1:A6, 

select the radio button next to Output Range and enter A8, and check Summary Statistics. Select OK. 

 

Under the DATA tab, choose Data Analysis, then Moving Average to solve problems like those found in Section 4.2. 

Under the DATA tab, choose Data Analysis, then Rank and Percentile for problems like those found in Section 4.4. 

 

  



Chapter 5: Regression Analysis 

2. Under the DATA tab, choose Data Analysis, then Regression and click OK. Enter B1:B11 for the Input Y Range 

and A1:A11 for the Input X Range. Check the box next to Labels since the labels in the first row are included in 

the input ranges. Select the radio button next to Output Range and enter A13. Click OK. 

 

Under the DATA tab, choose Data Analysis, then Correlation to work problems like those found in Section 5.4. 

Chapter 6: No change 

Chapter 7: Hypergeometric Distribution 

2. The function for the hypergeometric distribution is  

=HYPGEOM.DIST(sample_s, number_sample, population_s, number_pop, cumulative),  

where sample_s is the number of successes in the sample, number_sample is the size of the sample, 

population_s is the number of successes in the population, number_pop is the population size, and cumulative is 

a logical value: for the cumulative distribution function, use TRUE; for the probability density function, use 

FALSE. In cell B2, enter =HYPGEOM.DIST(A2, 2, 16, 30, FALSE). Press Enter. 

  

 

  



Chapter 8: Continuous Random Variables 

3.–8. The function for finding area to the left of a particular value from a normal distribution with a specified mean 

and standard deviation is =NORM.DIST(x, mean, standard_dev, cumulative), where x is the value for which you 

want the distribution, mean is the arithmetic mean of the distribution, standard_dev is the standard deviation of 

the distribution, and cumulative is a logical value: for the cumulative distribution function, use TRUE; for the 

probability density function, use FALSE. In cell B7, enter =NORM.DIST(B1, B4, B6, TRUE). Press Enter. The result 

is 0.0368. If the assumption of no preference is true, then the probability of observing 960 or less out of 2000 

that prefer Coke is only 0.0368. 

 

 
Chapter 9: Random Samples 

2.–3. The function for returning a random number in a particular range of numbers is =RANDBETWEEN(bottom, top), 

where bottom is the smallest integer the function will return, and top is the largest integer the function will 

return. In cell A1, enter =RANDBETWEEN(1, 897). Press Enter. A random integer is returned between the values 

of 1 and 897. 

 

 



 

Chapter 10: Confidence Intervals  

1.–2. The function for the error of estimation for large samples or when the population standard deviation is known is 

=CONFIDENCE.NORM(alpha, standard_dev, size), where alpha is the significance level used to compute the 

confidence interval, standard_dev is the population standard deviation, and size is the sample size. In cell A1, 

enter =CONFIDENCE.NORM(0.1, 900, 100). Press Enter. 

3. The result is 148.03683, the error of estimation. We need to subtract this value from and add this value to the 

sample mean, 425, to find the confidence interval. In cell A3 enter =425-A1, and in cell A4 enter =425+A1. Now 

we have the lower and upper bounds of the confidence interval, (276.96317, 573.03683). 

 

Note:  For small samples where the standard deviation is unknown, the function for the error of estimation is 

=CONFIDENCE.T(alpha, standard_dev, size), where alpha is the significance level used to compute the 

confidence interval, standard_dev is the sample standard deviation, and size is the sample size. This function 

uses the t-distribution instead of the normal distribution.  

Chapter 11: No change 

Chapter 12: Additional Topics with Hypothesis Testing 

Under the DATA tab, select Data Analysis to access the tools mentioned. Use the tool t-test: Paired Two Sample for 

Means to perform the tests from Section 12.4. 

 

  



Chapter 13: Regression 

1. Enter the labels Price, Square Feet, Age, and Number of Bedrooms in cells A1, B1, C1, and D1, respectively. 

3. Under the DATA tab, choose Data Analysis, then Regression. Click OK. 

4. Enter A1:A32 for the Input Y Range and B1:D32 for the Input X Range. Check the box next to Labels, since we are 

including the first row in the input ranges, select the radio button next to Output Range and enter A34. Click OK. 

(The X-variables must be in adjacent columns.) 

 

  



Chapter 14: One-Way ANOVA 

2. Under the DATA tab, choose Data Analysis, then Anova: Single Factor. Click OK. Enter A1:C4 for the Input Range 

and 0.05 for Alpha. Select the radio button next to Output Range, and enter A6. Click OK. 

 

  



Chapter 14: Two-Way ANOVA 

1. Enter the age ranges in row 1, cells B1 through E1. Highlight column A and under the HOME tab, change the 

Number Format from General to Text. (This will prevent Excel from automatically changing entries such as 10-15 

to a date format.) Then enter the levels of experience in column A, cells A2, A4, and A6, respectively. Input the 

sample data (in thousands). 

2. Under the DATA tab, choose Data Analysis, then Anova: Two-Factor With Replication. (You would use Anova: 

Two-Factor Without Replication if there was only one entry for each level of experience.) Click OK. Enter A1:E7 

for the Input Range, 2 for Rows per sample, and 0.05 for Alpha. Select the radio button next to Output Range 

and enter A9. Click OK. 

 

  



Chapter 15: Chi-Square Test for Association Between Two Qualitative Variables 

No change, but note that there is a function =CHI.SQ.TEST(actual_range, expected_range) that returns the P-value for a 

chi-square test for association. Actual_range is the range of data that contains observations to test against expected 

values and expected_range is the range of data that contains the ratio of the product of row totals and column totals to 

the grand total. The P-value for the test in Example 15.3.1 is approximately 0.0032. 

 

Chapter 16: No change 

  



Chapter 17: R-Chart 

5. Creating a scatter chart. 

 Highlight cells H1 through H15. Under the INSERT tab, choose Scatter from Charts. 

 
 A chart will appear. Change the title from Sample Ranges to Control Chart by clicking on the text box and 

editing the title text. Double click on the labels for the y-axis (0.02, 0.04, etc.). The Format Axis menu will 

appear on the right-hand side. Enter 0.18 for Maximum under Axis Options. 

 Next we will draw the center line and control limits. Under the FORMAT tab, select the Line tool from the 

Insert Shapes toolbar. 

 

 Draw a horizontal line from one side of the graph to the other by clicking on the left border of the graph and 

dragging the mouse to the right border of the graph and then release the button. You can change the color 

and thickness of the line using the Shape Outline options under the FORMAT tab. This line should be placed 

at 0.159 on the vertical axis. 

 Copy this line by selecting the line and choosing Copy under the HOME tab (or using the keyboard shortcut 

Ctrl + C). Select Paste under the HOME tab (or use the keyboard shortcut Ctrl + V). Repeat this again so that 

you have a total of three horizontal lines on the graph. One of the lines should be placed at 0.079 (the 

center line) on the vertical axis, and the other should be at 0 (the lower control limit). 



 You can label the lines by inserting a Text Box from the Insert Shapes toolbar under the FORMAT tab. (This 

is the icon in the top left corner of the screenshot on the previous page.) Create a label for the center line 

and the upper control limit of the chart. You can edit the font and color for you labels using the Font toolbar 

under the HOME tab. 

 


